United Water Selects Sensus Technology for Services-Based Smart Water
Network Solution
One of the largest U.S. water utilities to deploy Sensus technologies to improve leak
detection, non-revenue water and customer service
RALEIGH, N.C. (February 18, 2015) – (Click-to-Tweet) – Sensus is deploying and managing a
smart communication network for United Water (UW). One of the nation’s largest utilities and
wastewater providers, UW is a subsidiary of SUEZ ENVIRONNEMENT, a world leader
exclusively dedicated to the sustainable management of resources. The solution, which includes
the Sensus FlexNet™ system, 325,000 smart endpoints and Software as a Service (SaaS), will
help the utility provide sustainable water solutions for its New York and New Jersey customers.

United Water selected the Sensus FlexNet system to more effectively track water use through
on demand meter reads, leak identification and water theft detection, three common causes of
non-revenue water.
“We value our partnership with United Water and support its dedication to customer satisfaction
and the superior performance of its network,” said Dan Pinney, director, Global Water Marketing
at Sensus. “The FlexNet communication system easily integrates with existing systems. That
means lower network maintenance and operating costs associated with deploying an extensive
network infrastructure.”

The Sensus FlexNet system is a long-range radio network that serves as a dedicated and
secure two-way communications highway and requires less infrastructure than competing
solutions. The network is a primary reason for United Water’s selection, as is Sensus’ superior
managed service offerings.
“This project is a win-win for the environment and customers,” said David Stanton, president of
United Water’s Regulated Business. “It will help to secure increasingly scarce resources for the
region, accelerate our trend of reducing water lost from our distribution systems and improve the
experience of our customers by providing greater billing accuracy.”
About Sensus
Sensus helps a wide range of public service providers—from utilities to cities to industrial complexes and
campuses—do more with their infrastructure to improve quality of life in their communities. We enable our
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customers to reach farther through the application of technology and data-driven insights that deliver
efficiency and responsiveness. We partner with them to anticipate and respond to evolving business
needs with innovation in sensing and communications technologies, data analytics and services. Learn
more at sensus.com and follow @SensusGlobal on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
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